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Abstract

Human soft tissue is an important factor that influences the assessment of human long bones using

quantitative ultrasound (QUS) techniques. To investigate such influence, a series of soft tissue-bone

phantoms (a bone mimicking plate coated with a layer of water, glycerol or silicon rubber) were

ultrasonically investigated using a probe with multi-emitter and multi-receiver arrays in an axial

transmission configuration. A singular value decomposition (SVD) signal processing technique was

applied to extract the frequency-dependent wavenumbers of several guided modes. The results indicate

that the presence of a soft tissue-mimicking layer introduces additional guided modes predicted by a fluid

waveguide model. The modes propagating in the bone mimicking plate covered by the soft-tissue

phantom are only slightly modified compared to their counterparts in the free bone-mimicking plate, and

they are still predicted by an elastic transverse isotropic two-dimensional waveguide. Altogether these

observations suggest that the soft tissue-bone phantoms can be modeled as two independent waveguides.

Even in presence of the overlying soft tissue-mimicking layer, the modes propagating in the bone-

mimicking plate can still be extracted and identified. These results suggest that our approach can be

applied for thepurposeof the characterization of thematerial and structural propertiesof cortical bone.

PACSnumbers

4320Ye Measurement methods and instrumentation,

4380Vj Acoustical medical instrumentation and measurement techniques

4320Mv Waveguides, wavepropagation in tubesand ducts

4360Fg Acoustic array systems and processing, beam-forming

Key words: Axial transmission; Bone; Guided wave; Quantitative ultrasound; Soft tissue; Singular value

decomposition (SVD);
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1. Introduction

The axial transmission technique, employing a set of emitter(s) and receiver(s) to measure long

bones, like tibia and radius, is considered to be one of the most promising modalities among quantitative

ultrasound (QUS) techniques. The shaft of long bones has been evidenced to act as a natural waveguide

(Moilanen 2008, Talmant et al 2010). A number of studies have demonstrated experimentally the

potential of this technique to assess bone mechanical and structural properties (Moilanen et al 2003a,

Bossy et al 2004, Muller et al 2005). Several in vivo studiesevidenced that the velocity of the first-arrival

signal (FAS) allows discriminating osteoporotic from healthy patients (Moilanen et al 2003a, Knapp et al

2001, Barkmann et al 2000, Hans et al 1999, Talmant et al 2009, Kilappa et al 2011). In other studies, the

signal processing techniques were adapted to identify several guided modes propagating in long bones,

focusing on their velocity dispersion or attenuation properties. For example, the energetic late arrival

(ELA), associated with the low frequency fundamental flexural A0-like plate guided mode, has been

measured in vitro in human radius specimens (Moilanen et al 2006, Sasso et al 2009). Higher order

guided modes have also been observed in vitro in bovine and human bone specimens (Lefebvre et al

2002, Lee and Yoon 2004, Le et al 2010, Protopappas et al 2006, Song et al 2011, Tatarinov et al 2011).

In the above mentioned reports, the experimentswereconducted in vitro on excised bonesspecimens, i.e.,

after removal of theoverlying soft tissue.

While the feasibility of the identification and measurement of multiple guided modes has been

demonstrated on long bones without overlying soft tissue on top of it, the influence of soft tissue on

guided modes dispersion curves has not been extensively studied yet, apart from the studies reported by

Moilanen et al (2008) dedicated to the fundamental flexural mode, i.e., A0 in a plate or F11 in a tube.

Previous in vivo studies by these authors suggested that the measurement of a signal contribution

consistent with the fundamental flexural mode was possible in vivo on the tibia in some patients

(Moilanen et al 2003a, Moilanen et al 2007), while in other patients the identification of such a mode was

difficult, presumably due to the presence of soft tissues on top of the bone. In a subsequent modeling
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study (Moilanen et al 2008), the authors reported an increasing mode density when the soft tissue

thickness increases. From that latter study, the authors concluded that the identification of the flexural

mode might be difficult when the soft tissue on top of the bone is thicker than a few millimetres. The

presence of the soft tissue layer on top of long bones may be the cause for the ambiguity encountered in

mode identification in vivo for somepatients.

Our group has recently introduced a method for extracting guided mode phase velocities based on

the singular value decomposition (SVD). This method consist in the analysis of the time responses for all

possible pairs of emitter-receiver of a multi-emitter and multi-receiver array placed on top of the bone

being investigated (Minonzio et al 2010, 2011a). High order guided modes are obtained from the maxima

of the so-called Norm function in the temporal frequency – spatial frequency plane. The method has been

shown to be efficient on bone mimicking plates made of a dissipative transverse isotropic elastic medium

with characteristicsmimicking thoseof actual bones (Minonzio et al 2011b). 

The goal of the present work was to investigate the effect of overlying soft tissues on the

propagation characteristics of guided modes in an axial transmission configuration by extending the

method to the determination of the guided modes dispersion curves for a fluid-solid bilayer waveguide

consisting of soft tissue-mimicking fluid or viscoelastic layers on top of a bone-mimicking plate. Our

assumption is that the bilayer waveguide behaves as two uncoupled waveguides. Since the bone-

mimicking plate is a transverse isotropic solid and soft tissue-mimicking fluid is isotropic media, the

problem in this study is described using a two dimensional model. The theory of guided mode

propagation in plates is briefly summarized in section 2, where the dispersion equations for a fluid plate

and for a transverse isotropic elastic plate are reminded. The experimental procedure using a multi-

element transmitting and receiving transducer array is described in section 3, where we outline some

specifics of the SVD-based signal processing technique. In section 4, the results of axial transmission

experiments on a variety of bilayer waveguides designed to mimic the overlying soft tissues on top of

cortical bone are displayed. The measured guided mode wavenumbers are compared to the theoretical
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predictions for the two uncoupled fluid and solid waveguides model. We conclude by a discussion of our

resultsand asummary of our findings.

2. Theoretical model

In an axial transmission measurement configuration, a linear array of emitters and receivers is

aligned along the bone axis (Ox1 in figure 1). In spite of the tubular shape of long bones, the propagation

of guided waves in the cortical layer can be described in a first approximation by a plate model

(Moilanen 2008, Talmant et al 2010). The plate model will thus be considered hereinafter. Consider a

solid plate of thickness h covered by a fluid layer of thickness L (figure 1). The wavenumbers of the

bilayer guided modes can be theoretically computed (Dayal and Kinra 1989, Yapura and Kinra 1995,

Simonetti 2004). They depend on the thicknesses, the mass densities, the plate elastic coefficients Cij and

the fluid longitudinal velocity cf. However, for simplicity, following Simonetti (2004) and Wu and Yang

(2011), the bilayer waveguide is assumed in a first approximation to behave mainly like two decoupled

waveguides. It implies that a measured guided mode wavenumber kexp corresponds to either a plate kp or a

fluid wavenumber kf. This approximation will be discussed in section 4.

x1

bone mimicking plate

h

emission array reception array

O

x3

x2L

soft tissue mimicking layer

×

Figure 1. Geometry of theproblem: an elastic plate, covered by a fluid layer, is inspected with a multi-

emitter and multi receiver array.
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First, consider a fluid layer of thickness L with clamped-free boundary conditions (figure1). The

boundary conditions implies that the wavenumber k3 along the (Ox3) direction is equal to (n+1/2)π/L, with

n an integer. Moreover, the wavenumber k1 along the (Ox1) direction, satisfies ( )22 2
1 3 fk k cω+ = , with

ω the angular frequency and cf the longitudinal velocity in fluid. Thus the fluid-guided wavenumber,

denoted kf and equal to k1 satisfies (Royer and Dieulesaint 2000, Simonetti 2004)

[ ]
1/22 2

1 2f

f

n
k =

c L

πω    + −        

, (1) 

Thedifferent fluid guided modesare labeled according to their index n equal to 0, 1, 2, 3 …

Secondly, consider a free transverse isotropic elastic plate of thickness h (figure 1). The direction

(Ox1) is the symmetry axis. Guided waves in the elastic plate are different from their counterparts in the

fluid layer as the elastic plate supports the propagation of shear waves. Because the probe works in piston

mode and does not excite horizontal shear displacement, only motion in the plane (Ox1x3) is considered.

Thus a two dimensional approximation can be considered (Dayal and Kinra 1989, Rhee et al 2007).

Following previous conditions, the relation between k3 and k1 satisfies (Dayal and Kinra 1989, Rhee et al

2007)

2
2

2 2
3 1

4

2

M M N
k k±

 − ± −=   
 

, (2)

where the sign ± indicates the positive and negative (Ox3) directions (figure 1). The terms M and N

correspond to

( )
2

2
11 33 33 55 13 33 552

1

33 55

C C C C C C C
k

M
C C

ρω− − − +
= , (3a)
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where ρ is the plate density, ω is the angular frequency, and C11, C33, C13 and C55 are the stiffness

coefficients of the transverse isotropic plate. Following equation (32) of Rhee et al (2007), the dispersion

equation of thesymmetric Lamb modesSn can be written as

33 3 13 1 1 3 3 3

33 3 13 1 1 3 3 3

( )( )sin( )cos( )

( )( )sin( )cos( ) 0

C R k C k R k k k h k h

C R k C k R k k k h k h
− − + + + −

+ + − − − +

+ +
− + + =

, (4a)

Following equation (34) of Rhee et al (2007), the dispersion equation for the anti-symmetric modes An is

obtained by inverting the+ and – subscripts inside theparentheses in (4a)

33 3 13 1 1 3 3 3

33 3 13 1 1 3 3 3

( )( )sin( )cos( )

( )( )sin( )cos( ) 0

C R k C k R k k k h k h

C R k C k R k k k h k h
+ + − − + −

− − + + − +

+ +
− + + =

, (4b)

The terms R+ and R− in (4) aregiven by

2 2 2
11 1 55 3

55 13 1 3

( )

( )

C k C k
R

C C k k

ρω ±
±

±

− −=
+

, (5)

In the following, the theoretical wavenumbers kf, associated with guided modes in the soft tissue-

mimicking layer, will be computed using (1). Likewise, the theoretical wavenumbers kp, associated with

the bone-mimicking plate, will be computed using (2) to (5), with kp equal to k1. These theoretical

wavenumbers will be compared with experimental data kexp in section 4 measured on a bone-mimicking

plate covered by various soft tissue-mimicking layers. The experimental data are obtained using the

experimental set up and the signal processing described in section 3.
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3. Material and Method

3.1 Experimental set up

In order to acquire experimental data to compare with the model described in section 2, a custom

made linear transducer array (Vermon, Tours, France) was used (figures 1 and 2). The characteristics of

this probe have already been given in previous papers by our group (Minonzio et al 2010, 2011a). The

probe contains NE =5 emitters and NR =32 receivers (pitch of the array: 0.8 mm; minimum distance

between both transmitting and receiving arrays: 11 mm ; central frequency 1 MHz; −6 dB spectrum

spanning the frequency range of 0.5 to 1.5 MHz and the −20dB spectrum spanning the frequency range of

0.4 to 1.8 MHz). Such a configuration allowed 160 transmission-reception channels. During the

measurement, each emitter was excited with wideband pulses. The radiofrequency signals recorded on the

receivers were digitized (8 bits, 20 MHz, 1024 time samples) and finally stored on a computer for off-line

analysis. Twenty radiofrequency signals were time averaged to increase signal-to-noise ratio. The driving

electronics hasbeen manufactured by AlthaïsTechnology (Tours, France).

Figure 2. Experimental set-up
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A 2.3 mm-thick bone-mimicking plate (Sawbones®, Pacific Research Laboratories, Washington, USA)

was used as a bone phantom. The thickness is typical of the cortical thickness of the human radius. The

plate is made of oriented glass fibersembedded in epoxy. Its elastic properties, summarized in table1, are

close to those of actual bones. The mass density ρ of the bone mimicking plate is equal to 1.64 g.cm-3.

The stiffness coefficients C11, C33, C44 and C55 were deduced from bulk compression and shear velocities

measured using contact transducers (Minonzio et al 2011b, Granke et al 2011). The stiffness coefficient

C13 was deduced from C33 and C44 using C13 = C33 −2C44.

Table 1. Elastic coefficients of thebonemimicking plate

Elastic coefficients C11 C33 C55 C13

Numerical values(GPa) 22.5 13.5 4.1 5.9

Three different soft tissue-mimicking layers have been used: water, 98% glycerol (VWR

International, Fontenay-sous-Bois, France) and silicon rubber. The silicon rubber was artificially

produced by mixing three substances, i.e., 4600A, 4600B and AK35 (all from Wacker Chemicals Ltd.,

Béziers, France) with the proportions of 1 : 0.1 : 1.6. The longitudinal velocity cf, density ρ and

attenuation α of the three soft tissuephantomsaregiven in table 2. The longitudinal velocity in the silicon

has been measured using two contact transducers. These materials, easy to handle, were chosen, owing to

the similarity of their acoustical properties with those of soft tissues (table 2). Water is similar to soft

tissues in term of velocity. Silicon rubber, 98% glycerol and soft tissue have similar attenuation values.

The longitudinal velocities in the silicon rubber and 98% glycerol are respectively lower and higher than

that in soft tissues. These material have been used in order to test the model with a wide range of

longitudinal velocity and attenuation values. Moreover, considering that soft tissues are not pure fluid but
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sustains shear stresses (Moilanen et al 2003b), silicon rubber is used as a tissue equivalent material (Njeh

et al 1999). 

The bone phantom was placed into a tank, and supported by four tiny cylinders (height: 2 mm).

First, reference measurements were taken with the bone-mimicking phantom measured without any soft

tissue-mimicking layer on top of it, with the probe being simply coupled to the bone plate with an

acoustically transparent gel (Aquasonic®, Parker Laboratories, Inc., NJ, USA). Subsequently, the fluid

(water or 98% glycerol) was introduced into the tank. The position and the parallelism of the probe with

respect to the plate could be adjusted by tuning the translational and rotational stages (figure 2). The

position of the probe was adjusted above the plate to leave a 4 mm-thick and then 8 mm-thick layer of

water, and subsequently a 4 mm-thick layer of 98% glycerol. Following the measurements with water and

98% glycerol, a 4 mm-thick layer of silicon rubber was placed on top of the bone-mimicking plate, such

that any air bubbles in between could be carefully eliminated. The gel was used to improve the coupling

between the probeand the silicon rubber.
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Table 2. Longitudinal velocity cf, density ρ and attenuation α of the different soft tissue-mimicking

materialsconsidered in theexperiments.

material cf (ms-1) ρ (gcm-1) α (dB.cm-1) at 1 MHz References

Silicon rubber 1230 0.8 1 (Itsumi et al 2009,

Zheng et al 2011)

Water 1480 1.0 10-2 (Tang et al 1988,

Culjat et al 2010)

Soft tissues 1430 - 1600 0.95 - 1.05 0.5 - 1 (Culjat et al 2010,

Mast 2000)

Glycerol (98%) 1910 1.26 0.2 (Bossy et al 2004,

Fergusson et al 1954,

Tang et al 1988,

Figueiredo et al 2009)

3.2 Signal processing

The SVD-based signal processing technique has been described in detail elsewherere (Minonzio

et al 2010, 2011a). Only the main steps are recalled here. The recorded radiofrequency signals rij(t), with i

and j the emission and reception indices ranging from 1 to NE and 1 to NR, respectively, are first Fourier-

transformed. The singular value decomposition is subsequently applied to the NE×NR sub-matrices, i.e.,

the matrices Rij(f) at each frequency. The signal subspace is determined by applying a first threshold t1on

the singular values. The singular values below that threshold are considered associated with the noise
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subspace. The M singular values above this threshold are associated with the signal subspace and their

associated reception singular vectors, denoted Un, are a basis of the experimental guided modes. The

threshold t1 is heuristically selected. Then, the so-called Norm function is defined by the following

equation

( ) ( )
2

1

,
M

pw
n

n

Norm f k k
=

=∑ U e , (6)

where epw(k) corresponds to a spatial plane wave at the spatial frequency k defined on the reception array.

Its norm isdefined equal to 1.

The scalar product <Un | epw(k)> corresponds to the normalized spatial Fourier transform of the

singular vector Un. Thus, the SVD can be interpreted as a denoising step between the temporal and spatial

Fourier transforms. If k corresponds to a guided mode wavenumber kexp , the Norm function is close to 1,

and the guided mode is projected in the singular vectors basis. If k does not correspond to a guided mode

wavenumber, the Norm function is small compared to 1. Subsequently, a second heuristically chosen

threshold t2 is applied to the Norm function, the values of which larger than this threshold correspond to

theguided modeswavenumbers kexp.

As an example, the case of the 2.3 mm-thick bone-mimicking plate alone (i.e., without fluid layer

on top) in discussed. First, the corresponding Norm function given by (6) is shown in figure 3(a) in the

(f, k) plane. The retained maxima correspond to the experimental wavenumbers kexp are marked with

crosses in figure 3(b). They are compared with the theoretical plate modes kp computed from (2) to (5),

using the stiffness coefficients given in table 1. The modes are labeled Sn or An according to their

symmetry or anti-symmetry nature and their cutoff frequency × thickness product (denoted fc.h). Three

modes with transverse asymptotic behavior are identified: A1 (fc.h = cT
⊥ /2), S2 (cT

⊥ ), S4 (2cT
⊥ ), where cT

denotes the shear wave velocity, and the superscript ⊥ the direction perpendicular to the fibers (Minonzio

et al 2011b). Moreover, one mode (S1) with longitudinal asymptotic behavior is identified (fc.h= cL
⊥ /2),
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with cL
⊥ being the compression wave velocity in the direction perpendicular to the fibers. The S0 mode is

also measured at low frequencies. The experimentally derived guided modes wavenumbers kexp(f) are

overall in good agreement with the theoretical Lamb modeswavenumbers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Norm function from the 2.3 mm-thick bone-mimicking plate alone(a) and corresponding
experimental guided modewavenumbers kexp (black crosses), obtained from theNorm function maxima,
compared with theoretical platemodes kp, shown with black continuous(anti-symmetric An) and dashed

(symmetric Sn) lines (b).
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4. Experimental results and discussion

With theafore-addressed model and method, thecoupling effect of soft tissuewas interrogated by

introducing four different soft tissue mimicking layers over the bone mimicking plate: water (layer

thickness: 4 and 8 mm), 98 % glycerol (layer thickness: 4 mm) and silicon rubber (layer thickness: 4

mm). The results obtained with the four soft tissue-mimicking layers on top of the bone-mimicking bone

plate are shown in figure 4. The experimental wavenumbers kexp are plotted against frequency together

with the theoretical guided modes wavenumbers of the free bone-mimicking plate kp (already presented in

figure 3) and of the fluid layers. Thewavenumbers of the theoretical guided modes in the free fluid layers,

denoted kf, are computed using (1) and the fluid velocity values given in table 2. The fluid modes are

labeled with integers, denoted n, starting from 0.

A visual examination of the results shown in panels a and b of figure 4 reveals that the fluid-solid

bilayer supports the propagation of additional modes compared to the bone mimicking plate alone

(figure 3). There is an overall agreement between these new modes and the theoretical predictions from

the fluid layer model, even in the case of viscoelastic soft tissue-mimicking media (98% glycerol or

silicon). Note also that the modes of the silicon layer, which behaves more like a soft viscoelastic solid

than a fluid, arestill predicted by the fluid model. In addition, such an agreement isevaluated using

2exp

2exp

th
n n

f

n
f

k k

error
k

−
=
∑

∑
, (7)

where kn
th corresponds to nth theoretical fluid (kf) or plate (kp) mode. For the plate modes, the errors are

equivalent with (figure 4) or without (figure 3) the fluid layer. The error ranges from 4 % (A1 and S1) to

9 % (S0, S2 and S4). For the fluid modes, the error varies from 2 % (n = 4 in the 4 mm water case) to 20 %

(n = 7 in the4 mm glycerol case). Theaverage of the fluid modeerror for the four cases isequal to 5 %.

The number of observed fluid-guided waves increases with the layer thickness L as predicted by

the model. For instance, more modes are observed for the 8 mm-thick water layer (panel b), with n
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ranging from 3 to 17, than for the 4 mm-thick water layer (panel a), with n ranging from 0 to 6. The

slopes of the dispersion curves of the fluid guided modes tend towards ω/cf as the frequency increases

[equation (1)]. Thus considering the 4 mm-thick fluid layers only, the slope of the dispersion curves at

high frequencies are steeper for the silicon (panel d), compared to water (panel a) and 98% glycerol

(panel c) in agreement with thevaluesgiven in table2.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4. (color online) Experimental guided mode wavenumbers kexp (blue circles and black
crosses) obtained from the bone-mimicking plate in the presence of a soft tissue-mimicking layer: 4 mm-
thick water layer (a); 8 mm-thick water layer (b); 4 mm-thick 98% glycerol layer (c); 4 mm-thick silicon
rubber (d). The experimental wavenumbers are compared with the theoretical plate Lamb modes kp,
shown with black continuous (anti-symmetric An) and dashed (symmetric Sn) lines and theoretical fluid
layer modes kf, shown with blue dashed-dot lines (labeled with index n). The experimental wavenumbers
are shown with symbols: black crosses are associated with plate modes, blue circles are associated with
fluid layer modes.
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These additional modes are marked with circles on figure 4, whereas the experimental

wavenumbers associated with the bone-mimicking plate modes are marked with crosses. The criteria for

resolving the question of whether an observed trace is the result of a mode propagating in the soft tissue-

mimicking layer or in the bone-mimicking plate are the distances between the experimental trace and the

simulated traces: an experimental trace is associated to the closest theoretical dispersion curve. In the

present study, mode selection remains purely manual. For most of the cases, both the fluid and bone-

mimicking plate modes do not overlap so that their differentiation is trivial. When two modes overlap, the

proper mode identification remains ambiguous, as is the case for mode S0 which overlaps with the water

layer mode n = 2 (panel a) and n = 4 (panel b) or for the mode A3 which overlaps with the 98% glycerol

layer mode n = 4 (panel c).

While most of the modes associated with the bone-mimicking plate with the soft tissue-

mimicking layer on top of it (figure 4, panels a-d) remain almost unchanged compared to their

counterparts observed on the free bone-mimicking plate (figure 3), and are still predicted by an elastic

transverse isotropic waveguide, we note slight differences like discontinuities in the trace of mode A1

(panels a and c) or scalloping in the traces of mode S1 and S2 (panel b), presumably due to interferences

with the fluid guided modes. However, these differences remain small, and should not prevent mode

identification for thepurposeof bonecharacterization.

We proposed to model the fluid-solid bilayer assemblies that were specifically designed to mimic

the soft tissue layer on top of long bones as two uncoupled fluid and solid waveguides, each of which

supporting its own guided modes. Results from theoretical computations based on this hypothesis appear

to be consistent with measurements of both fluid and solid guided modes depending upon specific details

of the soft-tissuemimicking layer considered.

These observations suggest that the modes propagating in the bone-mimicking plate can be

extracted and identified in presence of the soft tissue-mimicking layer. Toward this goal, one needs to
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properly model the frequency-dependent wavenumbers of the soft tissue layer, which should be feasible

once the thickness of the soft tissue has been estimated, from simple pulse echo measurements for

example. Note that the speed of sound in the soft tissue is also required for the model. But because the

speed of sound in soft biological tissues is fairly constant, its value derived from literature should be

sufficient. It is then conceivable that meaningful bone properties can be recovered by carrying out an

inversion schemecomparing the identified cortical bone modes to a theoretical platemodel.

There are limitations to the preliminary work described in this brief report. The main limitation,

of course, is that the measurements are performed in phantoms instead of actual bones. The phantoms

only approximate the structure and acoustical properties of soft tissue and cortical bone. Additional

complexities will arise from the inhomogeneity of real soft tissues and bones. It is not clear yet whether in

vivo application of this approach will be feasible, until a range of experimental data has been analyzed.

An advantage of the present study is that a custom made probe designed for clinical examinations

(Talmant et al 2009) has been used to conduct experiments on the phantoms. On the other hand, a plate

model has been used in the study, while long bones are tubular-shaped. However, previous studies of

axial transmission in cortical bone have previously demonstrated a high level of consistency of the plate

model with experimental data (Moilanen et al 2006). 

 

5. Conclusion

In summary, this study of the coupling effect of soft tissue-mimicking layers on top of a bone-

mimicking plate on guided wave propagation suggests that the presence of a soft tissue-mimicking layer

introduces additional guided modes, but that both layers can be considered as independent waveguides.

These results indicate that the modespropagating in the bone-mimicking plate can still be identified using

an elastic transverse isotropic two-dimensional waveguide model and that they could be used for the

purpose of the characterization of the material and structural properties of the bone waveguide. Future

studies will beextended to in vivo measurements.
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